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Dear Language is Power Colleague,  

  
Welcome to our second annual Language is Power/OCDE Project GLAD® Conference, 
sponsored by the Pasco School District!  
As our title "Language Is Power" (LIP) implies, the focus of our trainings throughout 
the year and for this conference, is to empower our students by giving them the 
language crucial for academic success. Further, we know this academic success 
enables students—as it has enabled many of us—to rise above circumstances to realize 
their dreams. What guides this important work? In the same manner that our 
Washington State Learning Standards (WSLS) are the foundation of our 
instruction, The English Language Proficiency Standards (ELPS) are tightly linked to 
the WSLS and together they create an excellent roadmap as we design lessons to lead 
our students to success. As stated in the ELPS, "ELLs have the same potential as native 
speakers of English to engage in cognitively complex tasks." Coupled with powerful, 
research-based strategies, such as those found in OCDE Project Glad®, we know that 
all our students can reach their full potential. This is the goal of our conference and 
the vision of our Outrageous Outcomes.  

ALL STUDENTS ARE CAPABLE OF SUCCESS: NO EXCEPTIONS! 
We are so pleased you are here and grateful for your dedication to serve our students 
in the most effective manner possible.  
Thank you for joining us as we embark on our Language Is Power journey!  
  
Your Language Is POWER Team  
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New Horizons High School  
Pasco, WA 99301 

Registration and Sessions  

Registration is located in the entryway of the school 
The Keynote Speaker will begin in the cafeteria and the breakout sessions 
will be in classrooms. Signs are on the doors for location of each session. 
For assistance in locating a session, please inquire at the registration 
table. If sessions are full please attend another exciting session and mark 
this one to attend next time.  
 

Name Badge 

Wear your name badge and keep it in prominent view throughout the 
conference. Your badge is your ticket into the sessions and lunch. They 
are also an excellent way to finally meet those individuals you may 
communicate with through phone calls or emails.   
 

Meals  

Lunch will be provided each day, please review the sessions at a glance 
on pg. 9, the lunch menu is provided. If you have special dietary needs, 
please plan accordingly. A refillable tumbler is provided by Hapo for your 
convenience.  
 

Extra Duty Pay and Clock Hours 

Sign in and out daily for extra duty pay and clock hours. Clock hour forms 
will be provided on Thursday along with an evaluation form.  
 

Parking 

Please park in unmarked parking spots only.  CBC Security strictly 
enforces vehicles parked in the wrong area and will get fined. PSD is not 
responsible for tickets or parking violations that attendees acquire. 

General Information 
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MONDAY 

8:00-8:30     Registration   Entryway  

8:30-9:40    Welcome/Keynote Speaker  Cafeteria  

9:45-11:30    AM Session    Classrooms 

11:30-12:25    Lunch    Cafeteria  

12:30-2:30    PM Session     Classrooms 

TUESDAY 
8:30-9:30     Keynote Speaker   Cafeteria  
9:35-11:30    AM Session    Classrooms 

11:30-12:25    Lunch    Cafeteria  

12:30-2:30    PM Session    Classrooms 

WEDNESDAY 

8:30-9:30     Keynote Speaker   Cafeteria  

9:35-11:30    AM Session    Classrooms 

11:30-12:25    Lunch    Cafeteria  

12:30-2:30    PM Session    Classrooms 

THURSDAY 

8:30-9:30     Keynote Speaker   Cafeteria  

9:35-11:30    AM Session    Classrooms 

11:30-12:25    Lunch    Cafeteria  

12:30-2:30    PM Session    Classrooms  

Schedule of Events  
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 Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday 
Keynote 

8:30-
9:30 

Jordan Chaney Superintendent Reykdal  
 

Omar Escalera 

Enid Flynn Jennifer Green 

AM 
Session 
9:35-
11:35 

 

Super Human Bootcamp  Utilizando coloquialismos y 
regionalismos mexicanos como 

herramientas en nuestros salones  

Assessment Literacy  Participants, Processes, 
and Power 

Making Melodies with Meaning 
and Meter using Chants/Found 

Poetry 

Así se dice (Spanish/English) More than  
Just Herding Cats  

Highly Capable Strategies that 
Promote Equity and Access  

Bring Narrative Writing to Life 
with a Story Map 

Highly Capable Strategies that 
Promote Equity and Access 

Sentence Patterning Chart  
(Bilingual) 

Bring Narrative Writing to Life 
with a Story Map 

Building Better Writers Through 
Strategic Writing Instruction 

Cantos 101 
(En español) 

History of English LEVEL UP With the ELD/SLD/RLD 
Review and Group Frame 

Highly Capable Strategies that 
Promote Equity and Access 

History of English  Highly Capable Strategies that 
Promote Equity and Access 

Engaging Assessments 
 for the win! 

 Acentuación (En español) Looking for ways to infuse 
vocabulary strategies into content? 

Building Better Writers Through 
Strategic Writing Instruction 

More than  
Just Herding Cats 

LUNCH 
11:40-
12:25 

El Chapala  
Taquitos/Enchiladas/Fajitas 

Pacific Pasta 
Chicken Alfredo/Spaghetti/Pesto 

Fresh Out the Box 
Chicken, Beef & Veggie Rice 

Bowl/Tacos/Burritos  

Panera  
Ham/Turkey/Veggie Sandwiches 

Cesar & Green Salad  

PM 
Session  
12:30-
2:30 

Super Human Bootcamp Utilizing colloquialisms and 
regionalisms as language tools in our 

classrooms 

Assessment Literacy  Understanding Academic Text 
Construction for Reading and 

Writing  
Looking for ways to infuse 
vocabulary strategies into 

content? 

Bring Narrative Writing to Life with 
a Story Map 

Así se dice (Spanish/English) History of English  

Engaging Assessments 
 for the win! 

Building Better Writers Through 
Strategic Writing Instruction 

LEVEL UP With the ELD/SLD/RLD 
Review and Group Frame 

Building Better Writers Through 
Strategic Writing Instruction 

More than  
Just Herding Cats 

Making Melodies with Meaning and 
Meter using Chants/Found Poetry 

Engaging Assessments  
for the win! 

Looking for ways to infuse 
vocabulary strategies into 

content? 
Sentence Patterning Chart  

(Bilingual) 
Acentuación (En español) Cantos 101 (En español) Cantos 201 (En español) 

 LEVEL UP With the ELD/SLD/RLD 
Review and Group Frame 

History of English Looking for ways to infuse 
vocabulary strategies into 

content? 
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 MONDAY, AUGUST 12  

 

      Keynote Address 

       

  

About Jordan Chaney 
Jordan Chaney is a spoken word poet, author, public speaker, teacher, mentor and all-
around creative residing in Eastern Washington’s wine country. He is the author of Art of 
the Spoken Word – a workbook for enhancing communication skills, creativity, and 
confidence. He has published two poetry collections: Rocket Fuel for Dreamers, a poetry 
book about love and manifesting one’s dreams, and Double-Barreled Bible, a collection of 
urban poems that blend Eastern and Western philosophies. He currently contributes 
opinion-editorials for the Tri-City Herald and lectures at local colleges on race, politics, 
compassion, and social justice. Mentoring youth through the Kids at Hope program model, 
Jordan is the co-creator of Hope Builders: a court to community pipeline. Hope Builders 
aim is to enhance the leadership values and financial literacy of incarcerated youth and 
youth on probation. Most recently, he created Urban Poets Society, a youth-leadership 
program that promotes arts, literacy, and leadership in his community. He currently 
teaches a performance poetry and communications class at a local Juvenile Detention 
Center, where he helps youth find their voice through the power of poetry. 

 

 

My father passed away when I was 3 years 
old and my mother struggled to raise me 
and my two brothers on her own. I went 
to 9 different elementary schools and 
lived in 3 times as many places growing 
up. Government cheese, food banks, food 
stamps, eviction notices, homeless 
shelters, women's shelters, and pawn 
shops were a regular part of my 
childhood. We were shopping at thrift 
stores before it became a part of pop-
culture. I went from a poor black kid 
living in slums to writing books and 
traveling the world. In this talk, I dive 
deep and talk about the key people, the 
lessons, and not only the forces that 
hold us back, but the forces that push us 
forward, and how poetry saved my life. 
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 MONDAY AM BREAKOUT SESSIONS  

9:35-11:30 
 
Super Human Boot Camp with Jordan Chaney 
Audience K-12  
Choose a super hero name and a super power then prepare to soar into the skies of your 
imagination to reawaken your personal power through improv games, team-building, poetry 
and performance art. Super Human Boot Camp is about self-discovery and transformation, 
turning stage fright into stage-courage, and awakening creativity. This workshop breaks the 
ice and induces gut-busting laughter! 

 
Making Melodies with Meaning and Meter using Chants/Found Poetry with Alisha and 
Neddy    
Audience: K-12  
Apply chanting and poetry strategies to develop oral language, extend reading for fluency, 
intonation and writing. These strategies work especially well at integrating different 
curricular areas such as math, science, and social studies (ELP 3)  
  
Bring the Narrative Writing to life with a Story Map with Kerry and Kristine   
Audience: K-12  
Are you looking for strategies to engage students in narrative writing?  Would you like to learn 
how to use the Story Map?  This session will model effective strategies for teaching writing 
while addressing ELP1.   

 
Building Better Writers Through Strategic Writing Instruction with Anne and Sarah 
Audience: K-12  
Do you want to take your students to new heights in writing? Come to this session, focused on 
ELPS 3 & 10 to see how to use a strategically designed input to support student writing and 
cross-language connections at multiple levels of language. 

 
Acentuación- ¿TILDE o SIN TILDE?: Esa es la cuestión with Osziel and César  
Audience: K-12 (En español)  
Este taller se llevará a cabo en español. Aprenderemos sobre las reglas de acentuación y 
cómo utilizar estrategias de alto rendimiento para asegurarnos que los estudiantes aplicarán 
estas destrezas fundamentales. También, averiguaremos los estándares que pertenecen a la 
acentuación en los grados K-5: De la génesis al éxodo. (Traiga sus materiales/currículos 
para planificar) (ELP 8)  

 
Highly Capable Strategies that Promote Equity and Access with Sarah Pack 
Audience K-12 
This session will be divided into two parts. Part one will focus on understanding and 
recognizing the traits commonly associated with students who are highly capable and 
culturally, linguistically or economically diverse. Part two provides you with a low-prep 
process for differentiating your standards for your students who have already met standards 
and/or are identified as highly capable. You will also be provided with work time to complete 
this process! 
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 MONDAY PM BREAKOUT SESSIONS  

12:30-2:30 
 
Super Human Boot Camp with Jordan Chaney 
Audience K-12  
Choose a super hero name and a super power then prepare to soar into the skies of your 
imagination to reawaken your personal power through improv games, team-building, poetry 
and performance art. Super Human Boot Camp is about self-discovery and transformation, 
turning stage fright into stage-courage, and awakening creativity. This workshop breaks the 
ice and induces gut-busting laughter! 
 
Looking for ways to infuse vocabulary strategies into content? with Kerry and Kristine   
Audience: K-12                   
Are you looking for ways to infuse vocabulary strategies in your content? Would you like to 
incorporate reading, writing, speaking, and listening skills?  This session will 
model the Cognitive Content Dictionary, with other engaging vocabulary strategies while 
addressing English Language Proficiency Standards 2 and 8.   

 
Engaging Assessments for the win! with Jeff and Jen   
Audience: K-12  
Interactive, high interest, formative assessments that can be used with any content. This 
session will model Clunkers and Links, SQ3R, Action Plan, and Guess My Category. Use 
materials to embed new learning.  ELP standards 1, 2, 5 and 8 will be addressed. 
  
More than Just Herding Cats with Alisha and Neddy   
Audience: K-12  
Implementing Focus and Motivation strategies to inspire intrinsic behaviors in students using 
strategies that teach social skills, high expectations, and hold students accountable for 
positive behavior as they participate in oral and written exchanges and group discussions  
(ELP 2).  
  
Sentence Patterning Chart (DS/SPC) with Osziel and César   
Audience: K-12 (Bilingual)  
Come to this session which will be held in English 
and Spanish to be able to learn how to teach academic vocabulary, parts of speech, 
and various sentence structures in a K-12 setting. (Bring materials to plan) (ELP 10)  
!¡QUÉ DIABLOS son las conjunciones coordinantes copulativas!  
Para maestr@s que enseñan en español: El diagrama sintagmático es una estrategia en 
español de OCDE Project GLAD® maravillosa y esencial para la enseñanza de la gramática.  
  
LEVEL UP With the ELD/SLD/RLD Review and Group Frame with Sarah and Anne 
Audience: K-12  
Are you ready to level up? Join us in this session to learn strategies that help students 
construct meaning from oral presentations and text (ELPS 1,2). Through the use of 
ELD/SLD/RLD (any language) Review and the ELD/SLD/RLD Group Frame strategies, boost 
language learners beyond their current ELP level!  

Please remember to sign out! 
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              TUESDAY, AUGUST 13  

Keynote Address 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Chris Reykdal was born and raised in Snohomish, Washington as the youngest of eight children. 
He has served as a high school history teacher, local school board member, state legislator, and 
budget and policy executive for our state’s community and technical college system. Chris has 
dedicated his entire career to public education, and he is currently serving in his first term as 
the State Superintendent of Public Instruction. Chris and his wife, Kim, live in historic Tumwater 
with their two children, Carter and Kennedy. 

Chris graduated summa cum laude from Washington State University with a bachelor’s degree in 
social studies, a geology minor, and a teaching certificate. He earned a master’s degree in public 
administration from the University of North Carolina–Chapel Hill. In his role as the State 
Superintendent, Chris also serves on the State Board of Education, Workforce Training and 
Education Board, and the State Board of Natural Resources. 

Chris leads a team at OSPI that is working hard to open multiple pathways to high school 
graduation including expanded technical education opportunities. Additionally, OSPI has 
transformed the state’s accountability system through critical policy and budget changes. 
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              TUESDAY, AUGUST 13  

                  

 

 

 
 
 
About Omar A. Escalera  

Omar A. Escalera is the principal at Robert Frost Elementary in Pasco Washington. He 
has presented at the local, state and national level on language acquisition and dual 
language math instruction and has been active in several Pasco School District 
bilingual initiatives. Escalera began his career in education in as a bilingual tutor. He 
earned his teaching credentials by participating in the district’s “Grow our own” 
recruitment program. After spending nine years teaching literacy, math and science in 
primary intermediate and middle school dual language classrooms, he earned his 
administrator credentials from Heritage University and served as an assistant principal 
at Pasco High School. Escalera is currently working on his Doctorate in Educational 
leadership at the University of Washington and will conclude his research in 2021.  

Keynote Address 

Language is a culture and culture is language.  
Using specific examples, we will explore 
the complex relationship between language and 
culture. Language is complexly intertwined with 
culture (they have evolved together, influencing 
one another in the process, ultimately shaping 
what it means to be human).  Using 
colloquialisms and regionalisms, we will discuss 
how language always carries meanings and 
references beyond itself: The meanings of 
a particular language represent the culture of a 
particular social group. To interact with a 
language means to do so with the culture which 
is its reference point. We could not understand a 
culture without having direct access to its 
language because of their intimate connection.  
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 TUESDAY AM BREAKOUT SESSIONS  

9:35-11:30 
Utilizando coloquialismos y regionalismos mexicanos como herramientas en nuestros 
salones with Omar Escalara  
Audience K-12 
¿Cómo podemos utilizar los coloquialismos y regionalismos de nuestros estudiantes para edificar el 
lenguaje académico? Durante esta sesión interactiva estaremos explorando coloquialismos y 
regionalismos comunes en español y en inglés. Como profesionales, queremos que nuestros estudiantes 
se expresen de una forma culta y académica, pero tenemos que aceptar las normas lingüísticas que son 
parte de sus familias y comunidades. Estaremos explorando el origen de estas palabras comunes y 
formas apropiadas de conectar el conocimiento lingüístico previo de nuestros estudiantes y el 
vocabulario académico que se requiere en nuestras instituciones educativas.    
 
Así se dice with Alisha and Neddy   
Audience: K-12 (Bilingual)  
An effective strategy to teach explicit cross-language connections that enhance students’ 
cognitive and linguistic growth while providing the opportunity to use two languages in an 
interconnected way. It develops metalinguistic awareness requiring students to think and talk 
about the intersection of culture and language by analyzing and critiquing the arguments. (ELP 6)  
 
Highly Capable Strategies that Promote Equity and Access with Sarah Pack  
Audience K-12  
This session will be divided into two parts. Part one will focus on understanding and recognizing 
the traits commonly associated with students who are highly capable and culturally, linguistically 
or economically diverse. Part two provides you with a low-prep process for differentiating your 
standards for your students who have already met standards and/or are identified as highly 
capable. You will also be provided with work time to complete this process!  
 
Cantos 101– İAY AY AY AY!  CANTA Y NO LLORES with Osziel and César   
Audience: K-12 (En español)  
Vengan y disfruten de una sesión musical llena de cultura y cantos que alumbrará nuestro 
aprendizaje. Aprenderemos a utilizar canciones españolas y modificarlas a nuestro nivel de grado 
para apoyar el aprendizaje en cualquier área de contenido. Seremos retados de una manera 
divertida. Podrás usar estos cantos en cualquier grado K-12. (Traiga sus materiales/currículos 
para planificar) (ELP 2)  
  
History of English with Jen and Jeff  
Audience: 3-12  
In English we drive on a parkway, but park in a driveway. What?! Join us to learn about the 
origin of the English Language. Participants will trace English words through Anglo-Saxon, Latin 
and Greek origins, while validating our students’ linguistic diversity. Learn how to walk your 
students’ through simple tricks and cues to demystify unknown or unfamiliar words.  This session 
addresses ELPS1 and 8. 

 
Looking for ways to infuse vocabulary strategies into content? with Kerry and Kristine   
Audience: K-12                   
Are you looking for ways to infuse vocabulary strategies in your content? Would you like to 
incorporate reading, writing, speaking, and listening skills?  This session will model the Cognitive 
Content Dictionary, with other engaging vocabulary strategies while addressing ELPS 2 and 8.    
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 TUESDAY PM BREAKOUT SESSIONS  

12:30-2:30 
Utilizing colloquialisms and regionalisms as language tools in our classrooms with Omar 
Escalera  
Audience K-12  
¿How can we use our student's colloquialisms and regionalisms to build the academic 
vocabulary? During this interactive session we will be exploring common Spanish and English 
colloquialisms and regionalisms. As professionals, we want our students to express themselves 
in an educated and academic manner, but we must accept the linguistic norms that are part 
of their communities and families. We will be exploring the origin of these common words and 
the correct ways to connect our student's previous linguistic knowledge and the academic 
vocabulary that is demanded in our educational institutions.    
 
Bring the Narrative Writing to life with a Story Map with Kerry and Kristine   
Audience: K-12  
Are you looking for strategies to engage students in narrative writing?  Would you like to learn 
how to use the Story Map?  This session will model effective strategies for teaching writing 
while addressing ELP1.   
 

Building Better Writers Through Strategic Writing Instruction with Sarah and Anne   
Audience: K-12  
Do you want to take your students to new heights in writing? Come to this session, focused on 
ELPS 3, 10 to see how to use a strategically designed input to support student writing and 
cross-language connections at multiple levels of language. 
 
Making Melodies with Meaning and Meter using Chants/Found Poetry with Alisha and 
Neddy    
Audience: K-12  
Apply chanting and poetry strategies to develop oral language, extend reading for fluency, 
intonation and writing. These strategies work especially well at integrating different 
curricular areas such as math, science, and social studies (ELP 3)  
 

Acentuación- ¿TILDE o SIN TILDE?: Esa es la cuestión with Osziel y César  
Audience: K-12 (En español)  
Este taller se llevará a cabo en español. Aprenderemos sobre las reglas de acentuación y 
cómo utilizar estrategias de alto rendimiento para asegurarnos que los estudiantes aplicarán 
estas destrezas fundamentales. También, averiguaremos los estándares que pertenecen a la 
acentuación en los grados K-5: De la génesis al éxodo. (Traiga sus materiales/currículos 
para planificar) (ELP 8)  
 
History of English with Jen and Jeff  
Audience: 3-12  
In English we drive on a parkway, but park in a driveway. What?! Join us to learn about the 
origin of the English Language. Participants will trace English words through Anglo-Saxon, 
Latin and Greek origins, while validating our students’ linguistic diversity. Learn how to walk 
your students’ through simple tricks and cues to demystify unknown or unfamiliar words.  This 
session addresses ELPS 1 and 8.  

 
Please remember to sign out! 
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 WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 14  
 

 

 
 
 
 
About Enid Flynn 
 
Enid Flynn has served Pasco School District as the District’s Assessment Manager since 
August 2014.  Prior to coming to the District Office, Enid worked in various assessment 
support roles at Pasco High School including Testing Paraeducator and finally as the 
Assessment Coordinator.  She completed a Bachelor of Science in Biological Sciences with 
a minor in Cultural Anthropology and Linguistics from Washington State University. She 
has recently completed a Master of Education degree in Instructional Design from Western 
Governors University.  The focus of her educational research has been primarily centered 
around developing assessment literacy and data interpretation/implementation skills for 
educators.   Enid works with school Facilitators and Assessment Specialists to coordinate 
all aspects of state and district level testing.  As a team, they strive to support educators 
in assessment and data implementation practices that are positive, efficient and 
beneficial to student learning.  Enid lives in Pasco with her very patient and supportive 
husband, K.C. and two children, Kellen (11) and Ellie (7), who are enrolled in the Pasco 
School District Dual Language Program. 

Keynote Address 
 
A Glimpse into Student Potential with Data 
 Fostering student growth and potential is the 
cornerstone of teaching.  Utilizing data from multiple 
sources can certainly assist in identifying strengths, 
but also lead to opportunities for students to 
demonstrate grit, perseverance, and 
determination.  What happens, when we incorporate 
students in the discussion of actualizing their 
potential, believe they can achieve their goals, and 
help guide them in doing so? When student learning 
data becomes part of the equation, rather than the 
sum of effort, students and teachers are able to walk 
the path toward realizing potential, together. 
  
With our time together, we will look at student survey 
data collected from Center for Educational 
Effectiveness, with regard to their experience in our 
classrooms.  We will talk about student centered 
learning, achievement and growth data, and finally, 
mindset. 
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 WEDNESDAY AM BREAKOUT SESSIONS  

9:35-11:30 
Assessment Literacy with Enid Flynn 
Audience K-12   
An extension of the Keynote, we will focus on increasing knowledge regarding the 
overall Assessment Literacy components: Purpose of varying assessment types, learner 
analytics and utilizing data to inform instruction. A brief overview of assessments 
utilized by PSD, and the data we get from them, will lead us to an in depth look at 
student growth and potential. 
 
Building Better Writers Through Strategic Writing Instruction with Sarah and Anne   
Audience: K-12  
Do you want to take your students to new heights in writing? Come to this session, focused on 
ELPS 3, 10 to see how to use a strategically designed input to support student writing and 
cross-language connections at multiple levels of language. 
 
Sentence Patterning Chart with Osziel y César   
Audience: K-12 (Bilingual Session)  
!¡QUÉ DIABLOS son las conjunciones coordinantes copulativas!  
Para maestr@s que enseñan en español: El diagrama sintagmático es una estrategia en 
español de OCDE Project GLAD® maravillosa y esencial para la enseñanza de la gramática. 
Come to this session which will be held in English 
and Spanish to be able to learn how to teach academic vocabulary, parts of speech, 
and various sentence structures in a K-12 setting. (Bring materials to plan) (ELP 10)  
  
History of English with Jen and Jeff  
Audience: 3-12  
In English we drive on a parkway, but park in a driveway. What?! Join us to learn about the 
origin of the English Language. Participants will trace English words through Anglo-Saxon, 
Latin and Greek origins, while validating our students’ linguistic diversity. Learn how to walk 
your students’ through simple tricks and cues to demystify unknown or unfamiliar words.  This 
session addresses ELPS 1 and 8.  
  
More than Just Herding Cats with Alisha and Neddy   
Audience: K-12  
Implementing Focus and Motivation strategies to inspire intrinsic behaviors in students using 
strategies that teach social skills, high expectations, and hold students accountable for 
positive behaviors as they participate in oral, written exchanges and group discussions. 
(ELP 2)  
 
Highly Capable Strategies that Promote Equity and Access with Sarah Pack  
Audience K-12  
This session will be divided into two parts. Part one will focus on understanding and 
recognizing the traits commonly associated with students who are highly capable and 
culturally, linguistically or economically diverse. Part two provides you with a low-prep 
process for differentiating your standards for your students who have already met standards 
and/or are identified as highly capable. You will also be provided with work time to complete 
this process!  
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 WEDNESDAY PM BREAKOUT SESSIONS  

12:30-2:30 
Assessment Literacy with Enid Flynn 
Audience K-12 

An extension of the Keynote, we will focus on increasing knowledge regarding the overall 
Assessment Literacy components: Purpose of varying assessment types, learner analytics and 
utilizing data to inform instruction. A brief overview of assessments utilized by PSD, and the 
data we get from them, will lead us to an in depth look at student growth and potential.  
 
Así se dice with Alisha and Neddy   
Audience: K-12 (Bilingual)  
An effective strategy to teach explicit cross-language connections that enhance students’ 
cognitive and linguistic growth while providing the opportunity to use two languages in an 
interconnected way. It develops metalinguistic awareness requiring students to think and talk 
about the intersection of culture and language by analyzing and critiquing the arguments. 
(ELP 6)   

 
LEVEL UP With the ELD/SLD/RLD Review and Group Frame with Sarah and Anne  
Audience: K-12  
Are you ready to level up? Join us in this session to learn strategies that help students 
construct meaning from oral presentations and text (ELPS 1,2). Through the use of 
ELD/SLD/RLD (any language) Review and the ELD/SLD/RLD Group Frame strategies, boost 
language learners beyond their current ELP level!  
 
Engaging Assessments for the win! with Jeff and Jen   
Audience: K-12  
Interactive, high interest, formative assessments that can be used with any content. This 
session will model Clunkers and Links, SQ3R, Action Plan, and Guess My Category. Use 
materials to embed new learning.  ELPS 1, 2, 5 and 8 will be addressed.  
  
Cantos 101– İAY AY AY AY!  CANTA Y NO LLORES with Osziel y César  
Audience: K-12 (En español)  
Vengan y disfruten de una sesión musical llena de cultura y cantos que alumbrará nuestro 
aprendizaje. Aprenderemos a utilizar canciones españolas y modificarlas a nuestro nivel de 
grado para apoyar el aprendizaje en cualquier área de contenido. Seremos retados de una 
manera divertida. Podrás usar estos cantos en cualquier grado K-12. (Traiga sus 
materiales/currículos para planificar) (ELP 2)  

 
Looking for ways to infuse vocabulary strategies into content? with Kerry and Kristine   
Audience: K-12                   
Are you looking for ways to infuse vocabulary strategies in your content? Would you like to 
incorporate reading, writing, speaking, and listening skills?  This session will model the 
Cognitive Content Dictionary, with other engaging vocabulary strategies while addressing 
ELPS 2 and 8.  

Please remember to sign out! 
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About Jennifer Green   
 
Jennifer Green is an associate professor and the Director of the ELL/Bilingual 
Endorsement program at Western Washington University.  She prepares pre-service 
and in-service teachers to earn their ELL and/or Bilingual endorsement.  Her main 
area of passion is linking academic language and grammar to methods in the general 
education/mainstream classrooms.  One of Jennifer’s dreams is to get all teachers 
excited about how language works to make meaning. Jennifer received her teaching 
credential in Social Studies 7-12 from Gustavus Adolphus College in Minnesota, her 
MAT in TESOL from the School for International Training in Vermont, her ELL and 
Reading endorsements from Hamline University in Minnesota, and her Ph.D. in 
Curriculum and Instruction from the University of Connecticut.  She has taught EFL in 
Japan and Ukraine, and ESL in Minnesota, Vermont, and Connecticut.   
  
  
 

Keynote Address 

Language is about making meaning.  How 
we use language changes based on what 
we are talking about, with whom we are 
talking, and the form our communication 
takes.  In this session, I will share a 
functional way of looking at language to 
illustrate how language is part of 
everything we do, and we shouldn’t be 
scared of it. Specifically, we will look at a 
variety of examples from across different 
content areas to see how language choices 
matter—and how understanding these 
choices will improve comprehension and 
use.     
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 Thursday AM Breakout Sessions  
9:35-11:30 

 
Participants, Processes, and Power with Jennifer Green 
Audience K-12 
Language is power!  Language choices give or take away power.  In this session we will look at 
how authors use noun phrases (Participants) and verbs (Processes) in strategic ways to give 
some players agency and to make others acted upon.  Helping our students recognize how 
power shows up in texts, and how they can give power (or not) in their language choices is an 
important of critical literacy.   
 
Highly Capable Strategies that Promote Equity and Access with Sarah Pack  
Audience K-12  
This session will be divided into two parts. Part one will focus on understanding and 
recognizing the traits commonly associated with students who are highly capable and 
culturally, linguistically or economically diverse. Part two provides you with a low-prep 
process for differentiating your standards for your students who have already met standards 
and/or are identified as highly capable. You will also be provided with work time to complete 
this process!  
 

Bring the Narrative Writing to life with a Story Map with Kerry and Kristine   
Audience: K-12  
Are you looking for strategies to engage students in narrative writing?  Would you like to learn 
how to use the Story Map?  This session will model effective strategies for teaching writing 
while addressing ELP1.   
 
LEVEL UP With the ELD/SLD/RLD Review and Group Frame with Sarah and Anne  
Audience: K-12  
Are you ready to level up? Join us in this session to learn strategies that help students 
construct meaning from oral presentations and text (ELPS 1,2). Through the use of 
ELD/SLD/RLD (any language) Review and the ELD/SLD/RLD Group Frame strategies, boost 
language learners beyond their current ELP level!  
 
Engaging Assessments for the win! with Jeff and Jen   
Audience: K-12  
Interactive, high interest, formative assessments that can be used with any content. This 
session will model Clunkers and Links, SQ3R, Action Plan, and Guess My Category. Use 
materials to embed new learning.  ELPS 1, 2, 5 and 8 will be addressed.  
  
More than Just Herding Cats with Alisha and Neddy   
Audience: K-12  
Implementing Focus and Motivation strategies to inspire intrinsic behaviors in students using 
strategies that teach social skills, high expectations, and hold students accountable for 
positive behaviors as they participate in oral, written exchanges and group discussions.  
(ELP 2)  
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 THURSDAY PM BREAKOUT SESSIONS  

12:30-2:30 
 
Understanding Academic Text Construction for Reading and Writing with Jennifer Green 
Audience K-12 
Text construction is more than just a topic sentence and supporting details.  We need 
students to understand how various language choices help to make a text flow in 
academically expected ways.  This includes learning about text connectives, nominalizations, 
and theme/rheme.  Not sure what all those terms mean?  Come to this session and learn!  It 
will be interactive, engaging, and great for content classes that involve reading and/or 
writing   
 
History of English with Jen and Jeff  
Audience: 3-12  
In English we drive on a parkway, but park in a driveway. What?! Join us to learn about the 
origin of the English Language. Participants will trace English words through Anglo-Saxon, 
Latin and Greek origins, while validating our students’ linguistic diversity. Learn how to walk 
your students’ through simple tricks and cues to demystify unknown or unfamiliar words.  This 
session addresses ELPS 1 and 8.  

 

Building Better Writers Through Strategic Writing Instruction with Sarah and Anne   
Audience: K-12  
Do you want to take your students to new heights in writing? Come to this session, focused on 
ELPS 3, 10 to see how to use a strategically designed input to support student writing and 
cross-language connections at multiple levels of language. 
  
Looking for ways to infuse vocabulary strategies into content? with Kerry and Kristine   
Audience: K-12                   
Are you looking for ways to infuse vocabulary strategies in your content? Would you like to 
incorporate reading, writing, speaking, and listening skills?  This session will model the 
Cognitive Content Dictionary, with other engaging vocabulary strategies while addressing 
ELPS 2 and 8.    
  
Cantos 201— Corridos y rancheras with Osziel y César  
Audience: K-12 (En español)   
Esta sesión será una continuación de Cantos 101.  Habrá oportunidades para extender nuestro 
aprendizaje de escribir cantos a escribir canciones culturales como corridos y rancheras en 
diferentes áreas de contenido.  También, presentaremos el origen de los corridos y cómo 
podríamos aprender sobre la historia de países latinos al escucharlos. Vengan y disfruten de 
esta sesión para empezar a extraer los GRITOS de nuestros estudiantes.  (Traiga sus 
materiales/currículos para planificar) (ELP 2)  
  

Please remember to sign out! 

Turn in Evaluations. 

Clock hour forms need to be signed by your building administrator. 
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THIS or THAT 
Functions!!! 

Compare and Contrast            Describe and Explain 

Predict, Infer and Generalize             Sequence and Time  

                                   Summarize 
Compare (and, both, they, because, same, similar, in that, since, 
given that, have in common, similarity, resemble)  

1) They both have/are ____________________. 
2) __________ is _____________ and _____________ is ______________. 
3) _______ and _________ are similar because they both have/are________.  
4) Both ________ and ___________ have/can/are able to ____________. 
5) The __________ resemble each other because they both have _____ and 

___________.  
6) ______ is as _________ as _________, in that _____________.  

 

Contrast (but, because, different, however, yet, unlike, whereas, 
while, on the contrary, in that, one distinction, differ, between)  

1) ________ is ________ but, ____________ is _______________. 
2) _________ and ___________ are different because _____________.  
3) _______ is ________. However, ______ is ___________. 
4) ___________ is ________, yet __________ is _____________.  
5) A notable difference between _______ and ______ is that ____________ 

is/has/contains __________, whereas the _______ has __________.  

 

Compare and Contrast (and, like, same as, is not/are not, most, for 
the reason that, while, although, the majority of, characteristic)  

1) While both ________ are __________ and _________, the ______ is much 
more ________ than _________.  

2) __________ is as ___________ as __________. ______ is ______, however 
______________ is not ____________.  
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3) Although __________ is similar to ___________ in that ___________, they 
have some key differences. _________ is/has ____________, while 
____________ isn’t/doesn’t.  

4)  Although _______ and __________ are __________, they differ in that 
__________.  

 

 

Describe and Explain (is/are, have/has, for example, in addition, is 
called, each is, such as, where, many, several, features, as many as) 

1) A _______ has ___________. 
2) A ________ is ___________.  
3)  One example of _____________ is ___________. 
4) _________ is a perfect example of _______________. 
5) __________ contains __________, ___________ and ________________.  
6) __________ are ______________.  
7) ________ has __________ and belongs to (is part of, is related to) ______.  
8) _______ can be described as ______________.  
9) ___________ are characterized by several (distinct) features, such as: 

________________.  
10) Since _____________ have ___________, they are ______________.  

 

Predictions (I think, will, believe, probably, most likely, because of) 
1) __________ is going to ___________.  
2) I think ______________ will __________________.  
3) I think __________ will ___________ because ______________.  
4) I predict that ___________ will __________ when ______________.  
5) Based on __________, I predict ____________________.  
6) Since ________ usually ________., I believe that ________ will most likely 

___________.  

 

Make Inferences (is, are, I think, makes me think, in my opinion, leads 
me to believe, for that reason, since, because) 

1) I think ________ are ____________.  
2) I think that _________ is important to __________ because _________.  
3) In my opinion ______ decided to ________ since ___________.  
4) The most likely explanation for ____________ is _______________.  
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5) I have no doubt that __________ are __________ since they _________ 
every time ____________.  

6) ____________ leads me to believe __________________.  

 

Draw Conclusions (was, were, has, have, had, must be, think that, so, 
may/might have, could possibly, probably, most definitely)  

1) The ______ was __________. It was _____________.  
2) Since __________ and ____________, I think that ____________.  
3) ________ have ________, so they are/must be _____________.  
4) If _______ hadn’t _______, _______ would/wouldn’t/might have _____. 
5) A common characteristic of ______ and _______ is _______, so they 

probably _____________.  

 

Make Generalizations (all, is, are, need, most, some, frequently, 
usually, the majority of, generally, for the most part, overall, tend 
to be, few, the small number of) 

1) All ________ are ____________.  
2) ___________ need ________________.  
3) _________ usually like to ______________.  
4) Some/most/many ____________ are __________.  
5) ___________ are generally ___________ since____________.  
6) For the most part, _______ tend to ________ because ___________.  
7) Overall, ___________ is known for ______________. 
8) The majority of _____________ require __________ in order to _______.  

 

Sequence and Time (first, second, third, next, then, to get started, from 
there, after that, finally, during, in the beginning, at the end, previously, 
initially, eventually, a while later, immediately following, continued, 
repeatedly, seldom, regularly, approximately, frequently, usually) 

1) First, ________. Then, ___________. Last, ______________.  
2) To get started, __________. After that, ___________. From there, 

________________. Finally, ____________.  
3) Initially, the ______ begins as a __________. After about _______, the 

_________ becomes a ________.  
4) In the beginning, we ________. Then, we ________. At the end _______.  
5) Right before (Prior to the events of) __________, ______________.  
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6) Before _________ had even _______, the _________ started _____in the 
___________. It wasn’t until ___________ that __________.  

7) ________ and __________ were _________, when all of a sudden ______. 
8) Initially, ____________. After a couple of _______, __________ .  
9) Most ___________ rarely ______________. They usually ___________ 

during the ____________ and at times will _______________.  

 

Summarize ( is about, written by, passage, in summary, explains, 
most important, main reason, describes, shows how, focuses on, for 
example, concludes, illustrates, furthermore, in addition, mentions) 

1) The article _______ is written by ____________. 
2) ______ writes/says _______________.  
3) The article (passage) _________, written by _____ is about ________.  
4) The main idea of the article is ________________. 
5) The most important/main reason for this is _____________.  
6) When ______ and _____ happened, it made me think ____________.  
7) In the article, passage ________, the author _______ describes the topic 

of ______ to communicate the idea of ________. The article explains that 
________. In addition, it tells about _________________.  

8) To prove __________, __________ states/writes _______________.  
9) A key point that ____________ makes is __________________.  

10) A central theme of the story is _______________.  
11) According to (author), the effects of _________ are _______, which 

causes many problems for ___________.  
12) (author) concludes by recommending _______________.  
13) However, (author) states that _____ can be ______________.  
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Learning Log  

 

        Text                                        You 
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Learning Log  

 

        Text                                         You                            
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Strategy Tool Kit                                                                 

 

 

Strategy 
Description  

I use this with my students…  It will help me assess… 
(Domains; L/R/S/W) 
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Strategy Tool Kit 
Strategy 

Description  
I use this with my students…  It will help me assess… 

(Domains; L/R/S/W) 
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Strategy Tool Kit 
Strategy 

Description  
I use this with my students…  It will help me assess… 

(Domains; L/R/S/W) 
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“A new language is a new life.” 

-Persian Proverb 
 

“Kindness is a language the blind can 
see and the deaf can hear.”  

-Mark Twain 
 

Thank you for attending Language Is Power 2019 


